GANS ULTRA PLATE CLEANER

ACID BASED PLATE CLEANER AND SCRATCH REMOVER
FOR USE IN ON CONVENTIONAL AND DIGITAL IMAGED PLATES
ITEM NUMBER S-1835Q
AVAILABLE IN QUART PRESENTATIONS

Eliminate the need for a Plate Cleaner, Scratch Remover, and a Storage Gum in your pressroom with the use of just one item!

Gans Ink & Supply Company strives hard to provide only the highest quality in chemistry items for the pressroom. With the strongest desensitizing in mind, this product has been formulated to assist in removing calcium deposits while enhancing the water receptivity of the non-image area of the printing plate. With natural gum arabic incorporate in the product, Ultra Plate Cleaner will also perform as a temporary storage gum and chrome roller desensitizer when applied!

ADVANTAGES

• Cuts and removes ink quickly where applied.
• Effective in the removal oxidation.
• Eliminates the need for multiple items within the pressroom.
• Leaves non-image area water receptive
• Compatible with all Digital Imaged Plated (Both Thermal and Violet)

DIRECTIONS FOR USE

For General Use: Apply a liberal amount of Ultra Plate Cleaner to a shop cloth or sponge and wipe the desired area to be desensitized in a side-to-side motion over oxidized or sensitive areas. Apply a wet shop cloth or sponge removing any excess chemical from the treated area to avoid contaminating the fountain solution and proceed to print.

For Plate Saving: Remove all ink from the plate surface. Apply Ultra Plate Cleaner to the cleaned plate leaving a thin, evenly buffed film to prevent oxidation from occurring for short-term reuse.

Note: This product is not SCAQMD Rule 1171 Compliant for Volatile Organic Compounds in Los Angeles, Orange, Riverside, and San Bernardino Counties, CA.